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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE PRESIDENT

H
Tom Kieffer

We would like to think
membership has its privileges. We recently added the
discount-fuel card program
for members. Details can
be found on the web site.
The MMOPA UVAir Jet-A
fuel card costs nothing to
acquire and should save you
money on many of your fuel
purchases. If you have other
ideas for benefits and ways to
leverage our group, please let
me know. Obviously, the biggest benefit is our member
community itself — the collective experience, knowledge and camaraderie are
priceless. So, more would be better, and we are enhancing our
marketing efforts to increase our ranks among PA-46 owners
and pilots. We will be offering trial memberships to new owners, advertising on the “gateway” OPAs’ web sites, and improving our web site to better attract and convert non-members.

Hi, Tom Kieffer here, checking in. I’ve been right-seat with Jon
Sisk as president and PIC the last several years. Jon and I agreed
the timing was right for me to take over as president at our
board of directors meeting in April. Jon has worked very hard
for our association. Everything from the very obvious new logo
and MMOPA brand, to the countless improvements he’s made to
our processes, back-office and relationships in the industry. Jon
will continue to be involved with MMOPA as our ombudsman
and will continue to manage our relationship with Piper. His hard
work does make it easier for me and all our new officers and board
members to step into their roles. Please be sure to thank him.
Jumping into the left seat after Jon will be a tough act to
follow, but I’ll do my best. On that note please know that I will
be successful in my stewardship only with your help. I have no
agenda other than to make MMOPA incrementally better. I do
gratefully accept direct suggestions and feedback in between
the annual member surveys that Jon instituted and that we will
continue to conduct.
I have been a member of MMOPA since 1998, on the board
since 2008 and have run the web site for the association since
2006. I bought an ‘89 Mirage in 1999, ran out my trouble-free
Lycoming and did a little kerosene-based engine work in 2006.
I’ve got 2,000 hours total time, 1,650 in PA-46, still learning and
still smiling every flight. My wife Marty is a private pilot and,
while not left-seat in PA-46, a great first mate when workload
demands it. That last statement is true in our personal lives as
well as I am a career entrepreneur, and we currently operate
an IT services company in Minneapolis and Phoenix. We have
three grown children, now all on somebody else’s payroll.
As Filed
MMOPA is regarded as one of the best “type clubs” in the world
and, as such, we look to maintain current heading. Safety has
been, and always will be, our priority. In addition to continuing
our popular regional Safety Seminars, we are also adding the
Voluntary Training Standards, which will be a training standard
(airframe-specific syllabi) that we hope all members will aspire
to as well as related training materials and courseware. These
materials will be available to all members and our training community. Thanks to Manny Casiano (Safety Committee chair and
VP) and Bart Bartlett (Education Committee chair) for the work
that they have put into this effort already. We plan to introduce
the program in time for the convention in September.
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Executive Director
The board has authorized the creation of a selection committee that I will lead to hire an executive director for MMOPA. I
have witnessed firsthand that there really is a lot to do running
MMOPA and serving our members, and volunteer officers and
board members simply can’t do it all. We hope to introduce
our new executive director at the convention. The job description will be posted on the web site shortly, and we’ll begin
soliciting candidates in July. We see this role as a part-time
position for someone with deep aviation passion and knowledge – preferably a PA-46 pilot and ideally a current member.
(That’s a hint, folks. Talk to us!)
Convention preview
One of the greatest benefits of MMOPA is our annual convention.
This year’s is one not to miss. We are returning to Colorado Springs
which has been our most popular venue. This year’s lineup of speakers and resources is the best we’ve ever assembled, in my opinion.
Be sure to read the convention preview written by Colorado member Joe Lechtanski found in this issue. Joe is a great contributor to
our association and has offered to help any member with Colorado
flight- and tour-planning if you desire. On the behalf of the board,
we look forward to seeing you there.
Tom Kieffer is CEO of Virteva, an IT services provider in Minneapolis and Phoenix. He
can be reached at tkieffer@mmopa.com.
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FIRST LOOK

Make Everyone
Else Happy

A Point of View to Point and View
If you’re like most people, the bulk of your photographs will end up on your
iPhone, despite the fact most of have a high quality conventional camera packed
away in a suitcase. Try the new iPhone Lens Dial and watch your pictures get
exponentially better. You get three optical-quality coated lenses a wide angle, a
fisheye and a telephoto. The glass comes wrapped in a slim aircraft-grade aluminum jacket which has two built-in tripod mounts for both portrait and landscape
configurations. Grab the wheel and dial in your best photo! Learn more from
Photojojo.com/store.

PIN THE
TAIL ON
YOUR PET
If you catch yourself worrying about the
disposition of your dog or cat while you are
traveling, consider the new Tagg Pet Tracker. Attach a small device to your pet’s collar and, voila, your smartphone
gets a text message when your animal is on the prowl, complete
with a map of your dog or cat’s exact location. The Tagg Pet Tracker
is designed to withstand all the running, jumping or swimming your
pet can generate. The device costs about a hundred bucks, a real
bargain if you worry about your pet while you’re away. Get more
information at Tagg.com.
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YOU may have an “eight hours bottleto-throttle” rule, but the rest of the folks
onboard don’t. Stacked Wines of California has an ingenious method of bringing
wine aboard. Serve ‘em, store ‘em, you’ve
got high quality wine for your passengers.
Each “bottle” is composed of four stacked
glasses. Currently, the company sells a
Chardonnay and a Merlot, but more offerings are on the way. See what we mean at
StackedWines.com.

The 2-Inch GPS

As digital devices have become more
common in the cockpit, you’ve no doubt
seen pilots using Dual Electronics Corp.’s
small orange Bluetooth GPS receiver for
virtually any gizmo or app than requires a
GPS. Good news. Now there’s an improved
version of the smart little GPS receiver, the
XGPS150A. The new 2-inch-square GPS
has a non-slip pad that holds the device
securely on your airplane’s glare shield and
is rated to perform up to 59,000 feet and
1,000 knots. Plug it into your aircraft’s
cigarette lighter and connect to your iPad/
iPod from a distance of up to 30 feet away.
Find a complete list of authorized resellers
at XGPS150.DualAv.com

FIRST LOOK

SEE
AROUND
THE
WORLD

Big Screen TV for Every Passenger
Tired of getting flack from the cheap seats? Give your backseat passengers
the Moverio from Epson. This see-through, wearable micro-projection technology allows them to watch any “in-flight entertainment” you want to offer,
including movies, books, music, games, photos and more. These glasses give
the viewer an 80-inch perceived screen virtually anywhere, anytime.
Complete information is available at Epson.com.

If there’s something in your life that
you’d like to keep your eye on, anything from your curious kid to the your
Maserati’s manifold, put them in the
VueZone. This new miniature wireless
camera can be positioned just about
anywhere, inside or out, to stream live,
real-time video to your smart phone,
both Android and iPhone. The VueZone
camera is battery-powered and made to
take a beating. Complete information is
available at VueZone.com

Lady’s Watches
Are Here

Jackie, an elegant chronograph timer
with a Sunset Pink genuine mother-ofpearl face and 64 twinkling cubic zirconia
rivets (real diamonds also available) on a
classic stainless steel case with rotating
bezel. Stainless steel seatbelt with one
point harness. Contact The Abingdon Co.
310.736.5673 or see more watches online
at TheAbingdonCo.com.

Drop the Charges into Every Flight Bag
Pilots have plenty of batteries to keep charged these days, from iPads
to smartphones to portable ADS-B receivers. Many of these gadgets require special high amp charging devices, and Sporty’s now offers a complete
selection of pilot-tested gear to meet these needs. The Dual 2.1 Amp Cigarette
Lighter Adapter plugs into any cockpit power plug (12 or 24V) and provides two high
amp USB ports. It’s ideal for charging an iPad and Stratus at the same time, and its
universal design means it will work with almost any aircraft and any electronic device
with a USB charging cable. Get the 411 at Sportys.com.
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75 YEARS OF AVIATION HISTORY

PIPER AND CUB
COMMEMORATE
75 YEARS OF
AVIATION HISTORY
A Yearlong Celebration
In 1937, you could buy a gallon of gas for 10 cents. U.S.
unemployment dropped to 14 percent from more than
20 percent the year before. The engineering feat of
the Golden Gate Bridge, which opened that year, gave
Americans great pride.
In aviation, Howard Hughes set a new air record by
flying from Los Angeles to New York in seven hours
and 28 minutes. That year Amelia Earhart disappeared somewhere over the Pacific Ocean, creating
a lingering mystery. William T. Piper registered Piper
Aircraft Corp. with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, and the Piper J-3 Cub was born on the
legacy of the Taylor Cub variants preceding it.
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75 YEARS OF AVIATION HISTORY
to winners in random drawings at the EAA
AirVenture Museum in Oshkosh on Sept. 10.
Piper will end the year of celebration in
November with a factory fly-in and party at its
Vero Beach manufacturing facility and global
headquarters, featuring a barbecue lunch, factory tours and vendor exhibits to commemorate 75 years of aviation history for Piper and
the famous Piper Cub.

Upcoming Piper
and Cub Events
JUNE 20-23
Lock Haven, Pa.
27th Annual Sentimental Journey
to Cub Haven Fly-In Celebrating the
platinum jubilee of the Piper J-3.
Kiss the ground the Piper J-3 was built on.

When Piper introduced the Piper Cub in 1937,
he had a dream that everyone should fly. He
believed that Piper could provide everyone
with that freedom, and today Piper Aircraft is
keeping his dream alive. Now a global force in
aviation, Piper is an investment of the ministry
of finance of the Government of Brunei.
Passing the Torch
Everyone at Piper shares the feeling that a torch
has been passed from generation to generation. That emotion has engendered a deep,
personal commitment to quality and value
and made Piper a name that signifies consistent performance. The Piper Cub is one of the
most popular and influential light aircraft ever
manufactured. The name “Cub” generally is
used to describe a number of aircraft models,
most notably the Taylor J-2 and Piper J-3.
Tiny by today’s standards, the two-seat J-3
Cub was only 22 feet 2 inches long and 80
inches high with a wingspan of 35 feet 3 inches.
With the Lycoming 65-horsepower engine, the
J-3 Cub attained a maximum speed of 87 mph
with a ceiling of 11,500 feet. The fuel tank held
only 12 gallons for a 220-mile range.
War in Europe in 1939, coupled with the
realization that the United States might soon
be drawn into the conflict, resulted in the
formation of the Civilian Pilot Training (CPT)
program. The Piper J-3 Cub would play an
integral role in the CPT’s success, achieving
legendary status in the process.
The Piper J-3 Cub became the primary
trainer aircraft of the CPT with 75 percent of all
its new pilots trained in Cubs. By war’s end, 80
percent of all United States military pilots received their initial flight training in Piper Cubs.
The need for new pilots created an insatiable
appetite for Piper Cubs. In 1940, the year
before the United States entered the war, 2,577
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Cubs were built. Soon, wartime demands
would increase the production rate to one
Piper J-3 Cub every 50 minutes.
Ubiquitous Cubs
The Piper Cub was quickly becoming a familiar
sight to the average citizen. Newsreels and
newspapers of the era often featured images
of wartime leaders, such as Generals Dwight
Eisenhower, George Patton and George Marshall flying around the battlefields of Europe in
L-4s, the military version of the J-3 Cubs.
The Piper L-4 was used extensively in World
War II for reconnaissance, transporting supplies and medical evacuation. A total of 20,303
Piper J-3 Cubs were built by 1947, a testament
to their wartime versatility.
A Year of Festivities
To commemorate the 75th Diamond Anniversary of the company and the plane that made
it famous, Piper Aircraft Inc. is celebrating its
history all year long. A number of events have
already occurred, and exciting festivities are
planned for the remainder of the year.
In July hundreds of Piper Cubs are expected
to turn the EAA AirVenture 2012 Oshkosh
flightline into a “field of yellow” as aviation
celebrates the iconic aircraft’s 75th anniversary.
Piper Cub owners who participate in the fly-in
will be an integral part of the celebration.
Additionally, a Piper J-3 Cub will be
awarded to a lucky winner as the grand prize
in the 2012 EAA “Win the Cub” Aircraft
Sweepstakes. The EAA Sweepstakes, one of
the longest running airplane giveaways in the
world, annually supports EAA’s aviation education programs.
In a change from past years, EAA Sweepstakes
entry forms will be available throughout EAA
AirVenture 2012. All prizes will be awarded

SATURDAY, JULY 21
Cubs 2 Osh Staging at Hartford
Municipal Airport (HXF)
Dinner sponsored by Piper
SUNDAY, JULY 22
Cubs 2 Osh
As many as 200 Piper Cubs will
arrive in Oshkosh, en masse,
before EAA AirVenture 2012.
Piper, a sponsor, is working with EAA to
make it a memorable event.
TUESDAY, JULY 24
Cub Day at EAA
Anniversary cake 2 p.m. at Piper tent
EAA AirVenture 2012
WEDNESDAY, JULY 25
Theatre in the Woods
EAA AirVenture 2012
With Piper family and Piper President/
CEO Simon Caldecott
FRIDAY, JULY 27
EAA AirVenture 2012
MMOPA Gathering
SEPT. 19-22
2012 MMOPA Fly-In Convention
The Broadmoor, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Sneak peak at 2013 Meridian
OCT. 30 – NOV. 1
NBAA2012
NBAA 65th Annual Meeting
and Convention
Orlando, Fla.
2013 Piper Meridian Revealed
SATURDAY, NOV. 10
Piper Aircraft
Vero Beach, Fla.
Factory Fly-In and Celebration
Barbecue lunch
Factory tours
Vendor exhibits

Legends take shape over time.
When William T. Piper introduced the Piper Cub in 1937 he forever changed the
world of aviation. The simple and solid design made Piper Aircraft a household
name and an industry icon. Today we continue to honor the Cub, manufacturing
our aircraft with the same spirit that made Piper a legend 75 years ago.
Here’s to another 75 years.

piper.com | 866.FLY.PIPER
© 2012 Piper Aircraft Inc.

JETPROP

TURBINE
ON A BUDGET
Join the turbine club for less than $1M. By Bill Cox

Pilots with $1 million to spend on an airplane have a variety of choices, the majority of them pistonpowered. There’s nothing wrong with pistons. Most pilots who didn’t learn to fly on the military’s nickel in
turboprops or jets started in small Cessnas or Pipers and worked their way up through a variety of singles,
often culminating in a Malibu or straight-tail Bonanza.
One of the major attractions of new piston singles used to be that they were relatively inexpensive. Not
any more. These days, even a new Skyhawk starts at well over $300,000; a Cirrus SR-22G3 costs closer
to $500,000; and a Mirage has a list price over $1 million.
Still, the turbine alternative can seem an impossible dream for anyone on a budget, even a fairly big
budget. Fortunately, at least one popular, step-up, turbine conversion has enjoyed remarkable success,
the Jetprop DLX from Spokane, Wash.
14
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To answer the big question right up front, the Jetprop, basically a turbine-powered PA-46 Malibu, is readily available for a total price well under $1 million. The least expensive new, production, corporate turboprop, Piper’s Meridian, costs more than twice as much, and that’s one reason the Jetprop has been so
successful. True, we are comparing new to used, but a fully refurbished Jetprop can offer nearly the same
performance and utility as many of the new turbine singles at a fraction of the cost.
Early vintage (1984-1988) Malibus cost around $300,000, and even the first Mirages (1989-1994) sell for
$350,000 or less. A typical conversion price for a Malibu is $519,000; for a Mirage, $589,000. Total cost –
about $820,000 for a Jetprop DL and $940,000 for a Mirage-based DLX conversion.
With a budget of $1 million, this leaves a reasonable amount for paint, interior and perhaps a radio or
two on either airplane. In fact, when you’re done with the conversion and appropriate upgrades, you very
likely will have spent less than the price of a new Mirage, and you’ll be flying a turboprop that climbs
twice as quickly and cruises 40-50 knots faster.
S UM M E R
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JETPROP

The Jetprop is the brainchild of Darwin
Conrad and Jeanie Sadler of Rocket Engineering in Spokane, along with partner Warren
Wood of Carmel, Calif. Before embarking on
the Jetprop project, Conrad converted 150
Mooneys to the IO-550 and TIO-550 Continental engines, creating the Missile and Rocket,
two of the fastest, STC’d, production, piston
airplanes above the planet.
Both Conrad and Wood had the same dream
at about the same time. Why not, they reasoned,
transplant a Pratt & Whitney PT-6A engine onto
the nose of a Piper Malibu or Mirage and wind
up with a world-beater turboprop? The rest is
past tense, but the airplane definitely isn’t. Conrad
and his team of engineers spent three-and-a-half
years developing and testing the Jetprop to Part
23 standards. The resulting airplane received its
supplemental type certificate in 1998, and since
then, Jetprop LLC has gone on to convert some
265 of the 1,100 Malibus and Mirages built to
date. That’s nearly a quarter of the entire Malibu/
Mirage fleet. Such serious market penetration
suggests many astute buyers regard Conrad’s conversion as an efficient and intelligent investment
in performance and safety.
The Jetprop’s primary claim to fame is that it
marries the Maytag reliability of Pratt & Whitney’s PT-6A-21 or -35 gas-turbine engine to
the basic PA-46 airframe and wing that’s come
to be regarded as the ultimate piston single
in General Aviation. The comparatively small
P&W replaces the Continental TSIO-520 on
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the Malibu and the Lycoming TIO-540 piston
mill on the Mirage.
Turbine power has a number of advantages
over piston propulsion. As mentioned above,
perhaps the biggest plus is its near-legendary
reliability, partially a function of the sheer simplicity. Unlike piston engines where hundreds
of parts are flailing in several directions at random, everything rotates in the same direction
on a turbine, producing smoother operation.
A big-bore Lycoming has something like 260
moving parts, and a typical PT-6A-35 turboprop mill has fewer than 10. With Murphy’s
Law as a guide, the chances of engine failure are
probably reduced by a lot more than 26 to 1.
The PT-6A’s TBO is also nearly double that
of the Lycoming or Continental, 3,600 hours
compared to 2,000 hours for the piston mills.
The turbine’s dreaded hot section inspection
has been partially ameliorated by installation of
an optional Shadin Engine Trend Monitoring
system that allows a pilot to keep computerized
track of all engine-operating parameters.
Despite their extra power, turbine mills are
significantly lighter than piston engines. A typical
560 shp, PT-6A-35 weighs in at about 330 pounds
compared to 430 pounds for the Mirage’s TIO540 (that produces only 350 hp). Though none
of those saved 100 pounds translates to useful
load because of the turbine’s greater fuel capacity,
the Jetprop’s extended nose and four-blade prop
imparts a more esthetic profile, pushing the prop
farther forward for better noise suppression.

The inflight sound level is worthy of a higher tax
bracket. Conrad lists it at 67 db, about the same as
that of an electric toothbrush.
Turbines don’t have all the aces, however.
Turboprop engines are notably more expensive
than piston power plants by a factor of at least
six to one. Gas turbines operate at much higher
temperatures and must be constructed of more
heat-resistant materials. Similarly, they’re built
to far tighter tolerances to handle rotational
speeds of 45,000 rpm (on the -35).
Though jet fuel is sometimes less expensive
and safer to handle than avgas, it’s heavier
(about 6.76 pounds/gallon vs 5.97 pounds/gallon for avgas) and marginally less efficient at
producing power. That means it requires more
jet fuel to deliver the same horsepower. Turbines
burn fuel at a more prodigious sfc (specific fuel
consumption), typically about .58 lbs/shp/hr,
compared to .43 lbs/hp/hr in big-bore avgas
engines. In plain terms, a turbine will demand
about 35-45 percent more fuel than will a piston
to deliver its power. As an example, the basic
Malibu burns about 20-21 gph of 100LL, and
the Jetprop DL burns more like 31 gph of Jet A.
Accordingly, aircraft fitted with turbine
engines must mount larger fuel tanks, and that
subtracts directly from payload. With full fuel,
the Jetprop offers a payload under 400 pounds.
Since most trips won’t be to the airplane’s max
range, you can improve the cabin load by leaving
some fuel in the truck.
In the case of the Jetprop, Conrad wets



AWAY
CUT

TO A PIPER MERIDIAN PANEL

THAT’S A CUT ABOVE
THE REST.

THE GARMIN G950 RETROFIT FOR PIPER MERIDIAN
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM CUTTER AVIATION

Cut away from the outdated Meggitt or Avidyne avionics panel in your Piper Meridian and transform
it into the most modern panel available -- with the new Garmin G950 Retrofit from Cutter Aviation.
BETTER BY ALL MEASURES.

ACT NOW TO SAVE!

Powered by the latest from Garmin, you’ll immediately
enjoy the total situational awareness, expanded
capabilities, and piece of mind that only a modern glass
cockpit like the G950 can give you. With a clean panel
design containing up to three generous 12” PFD/MFD
displays -- seven square inches more than brand new
Meridian panels -- your eyes will enjoy the G950 too!

The Garmin G950 Retrofit Package is exclusively
offered by Cutter Aviation with STC certification on track
for August 2012. Special Pre-Certification incentives for
booking an installation at our Phoenix, Arizona facility
for your Meridian are now available. Don’t miss out on
savings: contact us today for more information and
installation pricing for your aircraft!

CALL 877-907-7999 OR VISIT CUTTERAVIATION.COM/MERIDIANG950
Cutter Aviation Avionics
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (PHX)
2802 E. Old Tower Road - Phoenix, AZ 85034

JETPROP

more of the wing to increase capacity over the
Malibu’s standard 120 gallons. Total on the
Jetprop is 151 gallons, an extra 20 gallons in
larger, wetted sections of the outer wings and
an 11-gallon header tank in the forward baggage. You can also opt for a larger header tank,
20 gallons, for a total of 160 gallons.
The engine feeds only from the nose baggage
tank which, in turn, is fed by the wing tanks.
An automatic fuel pump keeps the header tank
full virtually all the time. If the automatic pump
fails, there’s a manual pump to refill the header
tank from the selected wing tank as necessary.
One major benefit of this system is that the
forward tank’s location, halfway between the
engine and passenger cabin, maintains fuel
temperature in the header 10-15 degrees warmer
than in the wings without employing a fuel
heater. As a result, there’s little chance you’ll encounter temperatures too cold for a Jetprop, even
at the airplane’s maximum altitude of 27,000 feet.
The conversion includes dual batteries, a
heated air inlet and ice expulsion system, new
turbine instrumentation, dual pitot tubes and
dozens of other modifications. In total, the
changeover requires 12 weeks plus another
week of transition training at Jetprop.
The payoff for the higher cost of turbine
technology and fuel burn comes in sheer
performance. With 560 shp under your right
palm, takeoff acceleration is impressive. You
may not mistake it for being shot off the bow of
the Enterprise, but you’ll definitely know there’s
an extra 200 hp out front.
The Jetprop lifts off in about 1,200 feet and
starts up with an enthusiasm you may not have
seen before. While the Malibu turns in a respectable 1,000 fpm, the Jetprop can drive the
VSI to an initial 2,500-3,000 fpm. This means
you can plan to level at 27,000 feet about 17
minutes from sea level, ATC permitting.
Since the 5.5 psi pressurization system keeps
the cabin under 10,000 feet all the way to max
altitude, there’s not much reason to fly low, but if
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you opt for 17,500 feet to get a closer look at the
high Rockies, you’ll probably see 220 knots. At
the airplane’s top altitude, plan on a minimum of
250 knots and a maximum of about 260 knots,
depending on temperature. At slightly reduced
thrust, max range is about 1,000 nm. In contrast,
conventional Malibus do their best work at
25,000 feet and usually score 210-215 knots.
Descents can be as you like them in a Jetprop, as there’s no concern about shock cooling
the engine. Speed brakes aren’t necessary with
that big prop out front. The typical procedure
is to reduce torque to 400-500 pounds and
bring the airplane downhill at 1,000-1,500 fpm.
An uninhibited descent from FL270 would
demand about 18 minutes and cover 70 miles.
Landings are pure Malibu with the same
slow-speed characteristics. It’s important to
remember, however, that you can’t bring the
power back to the idle stop during the flare as
you might in a Malibu or the prop will go flat
and you’ll plunk onto the ground ungracefully.
The better technique is to touch down with a
few hundred pounds of torque and then pull
on back into reverse thrust if you need it. As
with most turbine engines, that technique is
reserved for clean, dry, hard-surfaced runways
where there’s little or no chance to pick up
FOD. Do it right, and the Jetprop will stop
in 1,000 feet of runway, far shorter than the
Mirage’s best efforts.
Of course, the more logical comparison
of both performance and price might be to
Piper’s Meridian, an excellent airplane fitted
with a P&W PT-6A-41A rated for 500 shp. If
a buyer elected to purchase a new Mirage and
immediately convert it to a Jetprop, here’s how
the numbers might work out.
2012 PIPER MIRAGE

$1,037,400

JETPROP CONVERSION (PT-6A-35)

589,000

TOTAL

$1,626,400

2012 PIPER MERIDIAN

$2,071,500

Unfortunately, such a comparison is meaningless
since Conrad’s STC doesn’t allow him to convert
Garmin G1000-equipped PA-46s, those newer
than 2009. In contrast, the Meridian does feature a
Garmin glass panel and other avionics technology
that may not be available on the older airplanes.
Even so, if the budget is an even $1 million,
it’s hard to imagine a turbine that can deliver
more comfort, performance and efficiency than
Darwin Conrad’s remarkable Jetprop.

(ABOVE) The Broadmoor ranks
among the top resort hotels in
the country and is renowned
for its luxury, culinary excellence and impeccable service.
(RIGHT) The 1,350-acre historic
landmark Garden of the Gods.
(BOTTOM) Mule Ear Deer
(LEFT) Royal Gorge Bridge
and Park
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CONVENTION

MMOPA2012
ANNUAL
CONVENTION
COLORADO
SPRINGS
By Joe Lechtanski

Decisions, decisions, decisions. Do I just come in for the four days of the
convention and try to cram in all of the activities offered by the five-star/
five-diamond Broadmoor Resort? Can I (and/or my spouse) really squeeze
in playing all three championship golf courses, get in a few sets of tennis,
experience the spa, the indoor and outdoor pools, take the Cog railway tour
to the top of Pikes Peak and maybe do a little fly fishing around an amazing educational program? Or do I add a few days and reserve a rental car to
cram in a few more activities/sights to this trip?
If I did add a few extra days to the trip, would I spend them touring the breathtaking Garden of the Gods, white-water rafting,
visiting the Royal Gorge State park and walking across the highest suspension bridge in North America, taking a cave tour or a
gold mine tour, gambling at Cripple Creek, (an historic mining town), visiting the Cathedral at the Air Force Academy, touring
ancient Indian cliff dwellings, viewing the Seven Falls waterfalls or maybe just do a little shopping in historic Old Colorado City?
Or would I want to take a little side trip in my plane, circling around the back side of Pikes Peak for some incredible photos
and then flying the short 80 nm to Leadville’s Lake County Airport (KLXV) to pick up my free certificate proclaiming that I had
landed on the highest paved runway in North America ( elevation 9,928 feet). Or maybe I might want to schedule a half-day
session with an instructor for some mountain flying training and get to see some incredible fall scenery as I fly in and out of
infamous mountain airports like Aspen, Eagle, Steamboat Springs and Telluride.
Decisions, Decisions!
The Broadmoor
For those who have never been there, The Broadmoor ranks among the top resort hotels in the country and is renowned for its
luxury, culinary excellence and impeccable service. Guests have access to three golf courses, a full fitness center, seven tennis
courts, a world-class spa, hair salon, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, specialty shops, boutiques and 15 restaurants, cafes
and bars. The resort has 593 rooms and 107 suites.
Amenities and Services
The 43,000-square-foot full-service spa features more than 100 massage, body, facial, nail, hair and fitness treatments, along with
12 signature spa treatment combinations for men and women. If that provides too much relaxation, you can always exercise your
wallet, with plenty of specialty shops willing to accommodate, selling men’s and women’s clothing, shoes, accessories, fine arts,
precious gems and even unique kitchen supplies.
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Pikes Peak Clouds

Aspens Blue Sky

Dining
We can say without hesitation
that guests will not go wanting
for food. The Penrose Room is
the elegant Zagat-rated restaurant so well-known to global
travelers. Traditional tableside
entrees include Chateaubriand
of beef, fillets of English Dover
sole and Steak Diane, along with
Colorado rack and loin of lamb
and roasted turbot. Libations
include an award-winning wine
selection and an extensive menu
of cognacs, armagnacs, singlemalt scotches and ports.
This pinnacle of excellence, however, is not
the only choice. Dining experiences range from
the casual Pool Café or informal Coffee Bar to
the Lake Terrace Dining Room, famous for its
astonishing Sunday Brunch, a true extravaganza.
Local Attractions
The region offers too many attractions to review
in detail, so we will take a brief tour of those for
which the area is best known. Some of these will be
included in the pre-convention or companion tours
but you should give serious consideration to tacking on a day or two before or after the convention
to explore the region in greater depth. Unless you
add some time, you will not be able to experience
the many unique attractions found in the area.
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ately as the site of nine mineral
springs, all fed by waters rising
from deep aquifers, which are
continuously replenished by
snow melt from Pikes Peak.
As water flows to the surface,
minerals such as carbonic acid
are absorbed in high concentrations, yielding the famous
bubbles for which these
spring waters are known. For
centuries, Indians have come
here to drink this natural tonic
water as a cure for various
digestive ailments.
Garden of the Gods
Towering sandstone formations sculpted by time
into dramatic spires, peaks and vertical cliffs
stand at the base of Pikes Peak, spread across
a 1,350-acre historic landmark known as the
Garden of the Gods. Many of the formations are
more than 300 million years old. I recommend
first stopping by the Trading Post to pick up a
free park map and some free advice on where to
get started.
Manitou Springs
Just four miles west of Colorado Springs, the
magical town of Manitou Springs sits hidden
quietly between the Garden of the Gods and
Pikes Peak. The town was named appropri-

Pikes Peak
There are two ways to the top of Pikes Peak:
Take the Cog Railway (reservations required)
or drive. If you elect to take the cog-wheel train,
you catch it at a quaint station in the heart of
downtown Manitou Springs. This amazing
railway will take you up 25-percent grades to
the summit at 14,115 feet. The tracks cover just
8.9 miles, but you are likely see some wildlife,
including golden and bald eagles, bighorn
sheep, mule deer, elk or black bears.
If you do nothing else off the hotel grounds,
you must get to the top of Pikes Peak. Pikes
Peak is the now most visited mountain in
North America and, in fact, the second most
visited mountain in the world behind Mount

320kts

The fastest certified single turboprop

New

with quick change interior

4 persons + 507 lbs
or 6 persons + 330 lbs

Tel: (954) 893-1400 (Americas) / +33 5 62 41 73 00 (international)

Max Range : 1,410 Nm

www.tbm850.com
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to Midnight Falls, and then on to Inspiration
Point, with a breathtaking view of Colorado
Springs and the Plains beyond.

Cog Railway Mountains

Royal Gorge Bridge and Park
The most visited of all the attractions in the
Pikes Peak region, this park features the
longest single-span aerial tram, the world’s
steepest incline railway, and the world’s
highest suspension bridge, all surrounded by
breathtaking scenery. You can always ride the
world’s highest Skycoaster, which suspends
you 1,200 feet above the Arkansas River just
before letting you free fall at 50 mph toward
the canyon floor. For those looking for
something tamer, take a trip on the narrow
gauge rail line that runs along side the scenic
Arkansas River. Visit RoyalGorgeBridge.com
for details.

Fuji in Japan. Visit CogRailway.com for details
and to book reservations.
Cave of the Winds
Just outside Manitou Springs is Cave of the
Winds, which opened in 1881, making it the oldest attraction in the Pikes Peak region. This cave is
an underground mansion of rooms and passages,
home to all you would expect from familiar limestone formations such as stalactites, stalagmites,
flowstone curtains, bacon sheets, soda straws and
wedding cakes. Three different tours are available,
each catering to specific levels of interest in the
spacious chambers and cave formations.
Manitou Cliff Dwellings
Also located just outside Manitou Springs are
the Manitou Cliff Dwellings, a truly rare historic treasure of actual Anasazi habitats built in
the period of 1100–1300 A.D. You are allowed
to go inside the incredibly well-preserved architectural remnant of American Indian culture.
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo
Just a few minutes from The Broadmoor, the
zoo is known for its state-of-the-art exhibits
that bring you nose-to-nose with gorillas and
other primates in a setting that has become a
model for other facilities around the country.
Lurking nearby on the 146-acre facility are 750
animals representing 142 species, including
Amur tigers, hippos, giraffes, elephants, bears,
wolves, penguins and Komodo dragons, to
name a few. A tram trolls the park to take you
to the various exhibits, which can be quite a
hike apart.
Seven Falls
The falls cascade down 181 feet in seven
distinct steps over a solid cliff of granite. If your
thighs are willing, a 224-step stairway leads to
a system of trails at the top that will take you
24
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2012
CONVENTION
EDUCATION
HIGHLIGHTS
»» Hyman Lecture: Making High
Performance Flying 		
Measurably Safer
»» Accident and Safety Review
»» Companions Ground Seminar
and Flying Sessions
»» Piper Update
»» Advance Weather and Flight
Planning Web Sites for the
Flight Levels
»» Pratt & Whitney Canada PT-6
Update
»» Piston Engine Operations and the
Evolution of 100UL
»» Pilot Fatigue Management
»» Brian Shul The Sled Driver
»» UAV’s Technology, Applications,
Regulations and Threats to
General Aviation
»» Avidyne Plug-and-Play Avionics
for your PA-46
»» Owners’ Meetings (Meridian,
Mirage, Malibu, Matrix, JetPROP)
»» Ditching a PA-46 in the Caribbean
»» MMOPA Membership Meeting
»» Piper Dealer Forum
»» FltPlan.com/iPad/MMOPA web
site Dashboard for Weather

Cripple Creek-Gold Mine Tour
and Gambling
Take advantage of your proximity to Cripple
Creek to tour the only 1,000-foot vertical-shaft
gold mine in the United States at the Mollie Kathleen Gold Mine. Visitors descend into the earth’s
depths to witness the operation of gold-mining
equipment. As an added attraction, visitors
can ride aboard the last air-powered Tram-Air
Locomotive, traveling the same old mine rail that
miners rode with their shipments of gold ore.
Shopping
What visit would be complete without spending some hard-earned cash? The best place to
go for local flavor in shopping is Old Colorado
City, the region’s oldest historic district. The
atmosphere today is genteel. The 100-year-old
buildings and large shade trees provide an
attractive setting for the western mix of cafés,
restaurants, antiques, art galleries, Indian art
and jewelry, boutiques and specialty shops.
Colorado Springs Airport
and our host FBO
The City of Colorado Springs Municipal Airport
(KCOS), located just six miles southeast of the
city, is served by most of the major domestic
airlines. In spite of the commercial traffic, KCOS
is a General Aviation-friendly field, devoting
more than 200 acres to private aircraft. The airport offers 24-hour tower and approach-control
services and a variety of instrument approaches.
Our host at the airport this year will be Cutter Aviation which offers a world class pilot’s
lounge consistently get five-star reviews on AirNav. Its staff is always willing to go out of their
way to help you with transportation or other
needs. While not at this location, Cutter is also
a Piper dealer and one of this year’s convention
sponsors.
To register or to get additional information,
log onto MMOPA.com.
Joe Lechtanski flies a Meridian and lives in Larkspur
Colorado.He can be reached at lechtanski@aol.com.

You Expect More.
We Deliver More.
With SouthEast Piper, you focus on loving your
airplane; we’ll take care of
everything else.

877.FLY.PIPER
sepiper.com/mopa
Sales

Service

Parts
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MATRIX

MATRIX
PILOTS
NEED
MORE AIR!

The Matrix is the only non-pressurized
PA-46 model in the fleet. It’s important to
understand aviation physiology and the
effects of oxygen deprivation at altitude and
the appropriate uses of supplemental oxygen
BY MARTIN DORAN
When Piper first introduced the Matrix in 2008, some
criticized it as simply a “deflated” Malibu Mirage because the most notable difference, when compared
to the Mirage and the turbine-powered Meridian, was
the lack of pressurization. Over the past four years,
however, the Matrix has been viewed as a success for
Piper, providing a step-up for many high-performance
piston singles like the Piper, Saratoga and Cirrus SR 22,
due mainly to its reasonable price, cabin class/six-seat
configuration, range and beefier size. Those who fly
the Matrix enjoy most of the benefits of the Mirage, but
have to be extra diligent in addressing aviation physiology issues — primarily those related to altitude and
oxygen deprivation.
Pilots learn early in training that atmospheric pressure
decreases with altitude, and air becomes less dense.
Because of decreased air density at higher altitudes,
our lungs take in less total oxygen per breath when we
inhale. If we fail to increase the oxygen supply in our
blood as we climb higher and higher, we will eventually
encounter hypoxia the state of oxygen deficiency in our
blood, tissues and cells.
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In addition to the levels of oxygen in the air
we breathe, the amount of O2 supplied to our
blood as we climb is impacted by several factors including poor transportation of oxygen
(caused by circulatory problems), the inability
of cells to absorb and use oxygen (typically
caused by smoking or the use of alcohol and/or
drugs) and other medical conditions. Although
most cells have the ability to store an emergency supply of oxygen, our central nervous
system (particularly the brain) doesn’t. So, if
our oxygen supply is reduced, the brain will be
one of the first organs affected.
The decrease in oxygen with increased
altitude has a similar impact on our Lycoming
piston engines: There simply is not enough oxygen in the air to support the same combustion as
at sea level. Fortunately, our power plants have
dual turbochargers, which compress the air and
provide the engine with air that has the same
amount of oxygen as that found at sea level.
As a general rule, the amount of air we take
in with each breath at 18,000 feet contains
about one-half the oxygen it would at sea level.
Therefore, at some point we need to provide
additional oxygen to our respiratory system
to supplement the decrease in oxygen in the
atmosphere or our brains will be impacted,
causing our judgment and cognitive skills to
diminish. I like to think of the altitude where
we need to begin supporting decreased external oxygen with supplemental oxygen as our
“human service ceiling.”
Since our bodies don’t have turbochargers to
compress the air we breathe (nor do we have
pressurized cabins like other PA-46 models),
we need to find other alternatives to deliver additional O2 to our lungs which, in turn, transfer
oxygen to our blood. Fortunately, the Matrix has
an excellent built-in continuous-flow oxygen
system which permits us to breathe pure oxygen
as we ascend into thinner air.
When is Supplemental Oxygen Required?
FAA regulation 91.211 requires the use of
supplemental oxygen when you have flown
for more than 30 minutes at 12,500 feet or
above. At altitudes above 14,000 feet, pilots are
required to use supplemental O2 at all times.
It is the pilot-in-command’s responsibility to
comply with these regulations and to instruct
passengers on the proper use of the available
supplemental O2 system. This would include
how to plug in the connectors to the overhead
ports, how to monitor oxygen on the flow
tube and how to adjust flow. Perhaps the most
interesting part of the regulations requires that,
above 15,000 feet, each occupant must be provided with supplemental oxygen. As John King
famously points out in his King School courses,
if you are flying with your mother-in-law, she is
not required to use the O2; you simply have to
make it available to her.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many Matrix
pilots simply don’t understand this requirement.
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TIPS TO
MANAGE
HYPOXIA

»» 1. Don’t Wait for the Symptoms —
It may be too late to make an
informed cognitive decision,
»» 2. Establish Personal Minimums
and SOPs When will you 		
absolutely use O2 (day and night),
»» 3. Single Pilot Operations —
Use lower minimums since there
is no one there to tell you that you
are acting stupid.Ease of Use:
Less button pushing/knob turning
»» 4. Available Cannulas
Keep cannulas available and
plugged in on flights where O2
use is possible
»» 5. Oxymeter Monitor and never
let saturation level get below a
pre-established percentage.
Batteries are cheapGarmin quality:
It feels rock solid
»» 6. Oxygen Don’t fly unless you
have sufficient O2 on board,
preflight check.
»» 7. Descend Ask for lower any time
and start down.
»» 8. Health Ask yourself how
healthy you are? Be realistic.
Consider all factors.

Unlike many FAA rules, which tend to
be conservative in the interest of safety, it
is at least arguable that Part 91.211, related
to the use of supplemental oxygen, may lull
pilots into a false sense of security. The rules
provide objective criteria for use of O2 —
12,500 feet and above after 30 minutes and
any time above 14,000 feet. There simply is
no magic in these numbers. They evolved
from studies done for the military in the
1930s. Studies show that oxygen deprivation
can begin at altitudes far below these regulatory levels. The AIM recommends (but does
not require) the use of supplemental oxygen
whenever you are flying at altitudes above
10,000 feet during the day. Due to highoxygen demands of rod cells in our eyes,
the AIM suggests the use of supplemental
oxygen at only 5,000 feet at night.
The best method to gauge when supplemental oxygen should be used (which may be
below the 12,500 and 14,000-foot minimums)
is to monitor a person’s blood-oxygen saturation level to determine when it is falling below
predetermined minimums. Determining
oxygen saturation levels once was reserved
for sophisticated equipment in hospitals. But

today pulse oxymeters, a blood-oxygen meter
typically worn on the first inch of a pilot’s finger, measures oxygen-saturation blood levels.
It provides pilots with an extremely simple,
quick and accurate method for determining
the need for, or effectiveness of, supplemental oxygen. The cost of these oxymeters has
dropped dramatically since the introduction
of the Matrix. We purchased our first one in
2008 for $300, and the same meter has a street
price today of just over $60. A pulse oxymeter
should be on every Matrix pilot’s personal
minimum equipment list.
I remember flying two anaesthesiologists to
Florida on an Angel Flight immediately after
the Haiti earthquake. They were on their way
to a two-month volunteer assignment to help
earthquake victims and were amazed at the accuracy of the simple device that dangled from
my finger for most of the flight. They told me
about the sophisticated oxymeters they used in
the operating room that cost tens of thousands
of dollars but probably were no more accurate
and reliable than the new oxymeters we were
using in General Aviation. Since the doctors
were going to have primitive operating facilities
in Haiti, I gave them our two pulse oxymeters
when we landed in Florida.
I learned from these doctors that a patient’s
circulatory system’s ability to deliver oxygen
is dependent upon many factors. A young,
healthy patient should be able to maintain
near 95-99 percent saturation levels, whereas
patients who are older, smokers, sedentary
and/or overweight, will not be able to maintain these levels. One of the doctors explained
that there is a “cliff ” between 85 percent and
90 percent, where O2 levels will begin to fall
rapidly unless supplemental oxygen is used.
Since speaking with these doctors, I have a
personal minimum not to allow my O2 level
to fall below 95 percent; if it does, I am immediately on the juice.
The symptoms of hypoxia include headache,
dizziness, increased breathing rate, sweating and fatigue. Pilots should not wait until
they experience these symptoms before using
supplemental oxygen for one very simple reason: The first symptom may be a false sense of
security or even euphoria which may preclude
the pilot from sensing the impending danger
from his/her hypoxic condition.
The best preventative measure Matrix pilots
can take is to have personal minimums at
which you will wear the oxygen, always have
sufficient oxygen on board, have the cannulas
loosely fitted around your neck and connected
to the overhead distribution ports and have an
SOP to go on the oxygen at predetermined altitudes. If you wait for evidence of symptoms to
occur, you may be in La-La land experiencing
a false sense of security - and it may be too late.
And as it says in the POH, if you ever believe
you are experiencing any symptom of hypoxia,
descend — and do it immediately.

air and space.

Legroom? Headroom? Room to carry

the air at 322 mph and has space to

everyone – and everything – you want?
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matched only by amazing ﬂexibility. Make

will on a Pilatus PC-12 NG, the world’s
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best-selling turbine-powered business

own new frontiers.

aircraft. The PC-12 NG moves through

Come fly the PC-12 NG
at a dealer near you
Call 800.745.2887
or visit PC-12RightNow.com

LIGHTNING
STRIKE:
WHAT NOW?
As uncommon as they are for General Aviation aircraft,
certain conditions are worth avoiding. BY JUSTIN LAZZERI

A bolt of lightning can travel at speeds of 140,000 mph and reach temperatures of 54,000
degrees Fahrenheit. The obvious advice here is to circumnavigate areas of thunderstorms
and associated lightning activity. The Aeronautical Information Manual states that “the probability of lightning strikes occurring to aircraft is greatest when operating at altitudes where
temperatures are between minus 5 degrees Celsius and plus 5 degrees Celsius. Lightning
can strike aircraft flying in the clear in the vicinity of a thunderstorm.” It’s the FAA’s recommendation to “avoid by at least 20 miles any thunderstorm identified as severe or giving an
intense radar echo. This is especially true under the anvil of large cumulonimbus.”
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It’s estimated that every airliner in operation is struck by lightning at least once a year.
Given those numbers, you would think every
week there would be some tragic article about
the most recent direct hit. That’s simply not
the case. Since a 1962 accident involving a Pan
American Boeing 707 in a holding pattern that
took a strike and exploded after a spark ignited
vapor in a fuel tank, no other airline crash has
been directly attributed to lightning. The Pan
Am accident led to improved certification requirements designed to eliminate the possibility of explosions and other substantial damage.
All aviation benefited from these advances in
technology. However, although it’s true that a
lightning strike causes a much greater physical
threat to a pilot doing a walk-around, pre-flight
inspection than while in the air, it doesn’t mean
taking a strike while airborne is a non-event.
Such an occurrence can be extremely disruptive and ultimately very costly.
When a lightning bolt hits an aircraft, its
electrical current travels through the aircraft’s
aluminum skin and back into the air. These
entry and exit points can typically be found
during a post-flight inspection. Usually the
holes are tiny, but there have been times where
substantial chunks of the aircraft have been
blown off. If you feel like there’s a chance you
were hit, give your aircraft a thorough postflight as sometimes these holes are hard to find.
The conductive property of aluminum
allows the energy to flow around the aircraft
but not through the cabin. Structural protection against lightning strikes in a Meridian
is accomplished through a combination of
design features. Static wicks are installed on
the trailing edges of the ailerons, elevator
and rudder. Bonding jumpers are installed
between the control surfaces and the airframe
32
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itself. In later model Meridians, a Lightning
Diverter Strip is located on the dorsal fin of
the rudder that is designed to flow electrical
currents across the fiberglass structure that,
among other things, houses the magnetometer. This strip is attached to the airplane using
an adhesive and, as such, is prone to peeling
off during flight. Make sure to look carefully
to see if yours is missing because, at a quick
glance, it can be difficult to tell. (See the accompanying pictures.) Early Meridians don’t
have this strip.
The two major threats of a lightning strike
are harm done to the aircraft’s engine and
electrical equipment. With today’s modern
avionics composed mostly (if not completely)

of computerized instruments, a failure of
these components can be crippling. In the
Meridian, the main bus and all components
that it supplies and the No. 1 avionics bus are
protected from the surges a lightning strike
would present by a metal oxide varistor. This
varistor is wired to the main bus through a
15-amp LTNG PROT circuit breaker. It is
designed to open during a surge condition
and protect the components down-line.
So let’s say you do everything correctly: Your
Meridian’s protective equipment is all fully operational and you avoid a storm by the proper
distance, but you still take a lightning strike.
What then? In Chapter 5 of the PA-46-500TP,
Malibu Meridian (G1000) Maintenance Manual you’ll find an Unscheduled Maintenance
Checks Work Sheet for a lightning strike. The
inspection interval listed is “each occurrence,
before further flight” so you need to contact
your service center upon landing. Items to be
checked include, but aren’t limited to, the propeller, propeller governor, engine, electrical and
avionics systems, all exterior surfaces, skins
and structure, system components, static wicks
and bearings. A simple visual inspection of all
components won’t suffice.
The concern about magnetism is real.
Words such as “overhaul and replace,” “replace
or repair” and “ship to approved overhaul
facility” appear throughout both Piper’s Maintenance Manual as well as Pratt & Whitney’s
and Hartzell’s. By far, the engine is the biggest
variable. Often a strike occurs at the propeller,
which, due to its connection to the engine,
leads to increased scrutiny. For example, if the
propeller shaft or flange is found to be magnetized, the power section must be shipped
to an approved overhaul facility for light
overhaul while indicating a lightning strike. If
evidence of discharge is found at the C-flange

MERIDIAN

or compressor turbine, then the complete
engine must be sent to an approved overhaul
facility. Obviously these are costly repairs but
it underscores the magnitude of the situation
and the focus on continued safe flight.
A lightning strike might not shoot your
airplane out of the sky in dramatic fashion,
but it can leave you grounded for a length of
time that will feel like it did. Take care when
flying around a storm. Your physical safety is
clearly priority No. 1, but not to be forgotten

are the potential ramifications to your aircraft
of getting a little too close for comfort.
No Nose Baggage - No Problem
A mod is being developed for the PA-46 community that easily increases the utility and
versatility of the aircraft, and nowhere will
this be more evident than in the Meridian.
The PA-46 Luggage Rack by Exaero is a purpose-built, FAA-certified structure designed
to attach on the seat floor of the rear facing

cabin seat behind the pilot. It is rated for 100
pounds of cargo and installed weighs 4 less
pounds than the cabin seat. The Luggage Rack
is designed as an open structure enabling you
to load as best fits your cargo and then secure
it using the supplied straps. The benefit here is
that whether you are carrying overnight bags,
golf clubs or boxes, you can adapt to meet the
mission. The cargo is distributed over the CG
minimizing the weight-and-balance effect.
Having seen this installation in person and
tested a range of products from golf clubs to luggage to hunting equipment and even a hard point
for a portable potty, I am confident we have a
winner. One of the drawbacks associated with the
Meridian is no nose baggage compartment. As
any golfer will attest, to it’s hard to fit all your clubs
and bags in the aft baggage compartment (in addition to other luggage) without having to fold the
seatback down and intrude into one, if not both,
of the rear seats. This eliminates that need, and
the only sacrifice is removing one of the seats that
more than likely is scarcely used to begin with. I
believe this to be one modification that will take
root with the PA-46 community and expand the
versatility of the Meridian.
Justin Lazzeri is the director of marketing for Skytech Inc. which has facilities
in the Baltimore, Md., and Charlotte,
N.C., metropolitan areas. A graduate of
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,
Lazzeri is a commercial pilot and certified flight instructor who is exposed to
the Piper, Pilatus and Cessna Caravan product lines. He
can be reached via email at jlazzeri@skytechinc.com.
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(ABOVE) Inside the tail cone (RIGHT) Aft horizontal-stabilizer attach fittings in tail cone

CORROSION
PART1,THE
EMPENNAGE
By Kevin Mead

To me it seems as if the first Malibu rolled off the production line just yesterday, but the reality is that the oldest PA-46 will be celebrating its 30th
birthday in a couple of years. That may not be old by airplane standards,
but it does mean that some of us are beginning to deal with airframe corrosion. So, in this issue, I will begin a series on corrosion, focusing first on the
empennage. For the purposes of this article, the empennage will comprise
the elevator, rudder, trim tab, horizontal and vertical stabilizers as well as
the aft fuselage tail cone.
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Empennage corrosion is most commonly
caused by salt or polluted air or by exhaust gases
entering the tail cone section through the air
conditioning condenser inlet. There are two
basic types of corrosion — surface corrosion
of aluminum and steel parts and the dissimilar
metal corrosion that occurs where the aluminum structure meets the steel attach hardware.
Surface corrosion on aluminum and steel
(rust) is normally visible in the open areas and
starts forming in small spots, eventually covering the entire exposed area. It is usually fairly
easy to see. The dissimilar metal corrosion is
more serious and can be very hard to detect in
its early stages.
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Dissimilar metal corrosion on horizontal-stabilizer spar

Horizontal-stabilizer attach plate removed for replacement

Forward horizontal-stabilizer attach fitting

De-ice boot edge area treated and ready for new conductive cement

Some commonly affected areas include
the steel forward and aft elevator trim
tab actuator tubes, elevator trim tab, steel
vertical fin attach fittings, rudder control
torque tube, the area under the conductive
cement (edge sealant) around surface deice boots, and the vertical- and horizontalstabilizer attach fittings, which seem to
suffer the worst.

Like it or not, the PA-46
will continue to age, and
much of the fleet is based
in coastal or polluted areas.
It is critical that owners and
mechanics are vigilant in
inspecting for corrosion
and treating it promptly
when it arises.

Prevention
Obviously, hangaring your aircraft is a
good start toward preventing corrosion. I
also recommend the procedure outlined in
Piper SB 962, five-year corrosion inspection and treatment. The inspections and treatment recommendations
were eventually incorporated into the maintenance limits schedule of
the PA-46 series maintenance manual so it’s a good idea to follow them
even if the bulletin doesn’t technically apply to your aircraft. The basic
method is as follows: Using mineral spirits, wash any oil out and clean
debris from the bottom of the tail cone area. Make sure that the two
drain holes are clear and draining. Reapply AV-8 (a corrosion treatment) in the washed areas, as required.
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Treatment
Treatment of minor steel- and aluminum-surface corrosion can be as easy as removing the
corrosion with an abrasive pad and treating the
area with your favorite corrosion inhibitor. But
if the corrosion is severe, removal and replacement of structural parts may be required. Determining when this is necessary is largely left
to the discretion of the inspecting mechanic so
it can be pretty subjective. Sometimes this is an
easy call, as in the case of the aft elevator trim
tab tubes. I have seen rusty water pour out of
these tubes when their rod ends were removed
and found they were so badly rusted an awl
could be pushed through the steel walls. Other
components mostly likely to require replacement, in my experience, are the
steel horizontal-stabilizer attach brackets and the steel fuselage attach fittings.
The worst corrosion damage I’ve had to repair so far required replacement of
the left and right inboard ribs and both forward-stabilizer attach plates.
Like it or not, the PA-46 will continue to age, and much of the fleet is based
in coastal or polluted areas. It is critical that owners and mechanics are vigilant
in inspecting for corrosion and treating it promptly when it arises.
Editor’s Note: Corrosion is a major concern for all pilots. This is the first in a three-part series from Kevin Mead.
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ACCIDENT REVIEW

TAKE OFF

Knowing when to go and when to stop

BY DICK ROCHFORT, ATP, CFII –
MASTER INSTRUCTOR
NTSB Identification: ERA12LA250
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Friday, March 23, 2012,
in Wellington, Fla.
Aircraft: PIPER PA-46, registration: N21EP
Injuries: 1 Serious.

On March 23, 2012, about
1745 Eastern Daylight Time, a
Piper PA-46-500TP, N21EP, was
substantially damaged after a collision with trees at the Wellington
Aero Club Airport (FD38), West
Palm Beach, Fla. The certificated
airline transport pilot was seriously injured. The airplane was
registered to Mascaro Air LLC
and operated by the pilot under
the provisions of Title 14 Code of
Federal Regulations Part 91 as a
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personal flight. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed, and
no flight plan was filed. The flight
was originating at the time of
the accident. A witness reported
that they watched as the airplane
began its takeoff roll on Runway
33. The witness stated that the
winds favored Runway 15. As the
airplane continued its takeoff roll,
it veered to the left and headed toward a large ditch that surrounded the runway. It appeared that
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no attempts were made to stop
the airplane or abort the takeoff.
The airplane continued toward
the ditch and, upon reaching the
ditch’s edge, the airplane took off
reaching an altitude of approximately 50 feet. The airplane’s left
wing collided with trees. The
airplane rolled to the left and then
right before stalling. Examination
of the airplane by a Federal Aviation Administration inspector
revealed that the airplane came
to rest inverted. The fuselage was
buckled, and both wings were
broken away from the fuselage.
The airplane was recovered for
further examination.
When we discuss a specific aviation accident, we are benefiting
from nearly 20-20 hindsight — or
so it may seem. It is also true that
we cannot always know what the
pilot knew when he knew it or
what options might have appeared
viable at the time. When a seemingly normal, albeit imperfect, set
of flight circumstances produces
a serious accident, we want a
smoking gun, not two or three,
just one smoking gun. The reason

for this simplistic need is a form
of self-actualization which will
ostensibly protect us in the future.
We need to know how to not let
this happen to us. The fix has to
be understandable and infinitely
do-able. This process forces a conclusion even when the facts don’t
support one that might be useful
in terms of analysis and learning.
This process is the investigative
equivalent of finger-wagging, and
it makes tactical, practical advice
harder to come by.
When we train for a specific
scenario, we run the risk of responding in a rote manner which
may be counterproductive when
the circumstances are different
from that which was expected.
When we think too fast, we reliably do the wrong thing. How then
do we learn to respond correctly to
all manner of circumstance? The
usual response to this question
is to train like professional pilots
because they have fewer accidents.
This oversimplified analysis is
critically flawed.
Single pilot operations are
fundamentally different from
crew operations, and no amount

ACCIDENT REVIEW

When we discuss a
specific aviation accident,
we are benefiting from
nearly 20-20 hindsight or
so it may seem. It is also
true that we cannot always
know what the pilot knew
when he knew it or what
options might have
appeared viable at the time.

runways, without distraction. Here are some
video demonstrations of the use of the runway
environment flow and takeoff callouts which I
have developed for the PA-46: RWRPilotTraining.com/skills--techniques.html
As a PA-46 owner-pilot, you are your own
aviation safety management team, and no
safety management system will become policy
unless you decide to make it so. I encourage
each of you to make it your policy to seek
excellent training and make proper use of
checklists, flows, memory items and SOP.

Remember, excellent training doesn’t take any
longer or cost any more.
Dick Rochfort is a full-time Master Certified Flight
Instructor providing type-specific, insurance-approved initial, recurrent and instructor standardization training, buyer consulting, relocation and
expert witness services to Piper PA-46 (Matrix,
Malibu, Mirage, and Meridian) owners, pilots and instructors worldwide.
He holds multi-engine ATP and Gold
Seal Flight Instructor Certificates
with CFII, MEI and CE-525S ratings.
He has been teaching aviation and
flying professionally since 1991.

of systems training, simulation or adherence to
printed checklists can change this paradigm. If
we were to study PA-46 accident rates, it would
appear that even in the current training-rich
environment, good judgment is elusive. We
know that even a good decision can produce
an accident if it is not made in a timely fashion.
Judgment is, by definition, a series of opinions
which our brain interprets as facts. Psychologists call it confirmation bias, and it is the
500-pound gorilla in the cockpit with us on
every flight.
There are organizations conducting singlepilot operations with excellent safety records,
and we can learn from their success. Cape Air
is one such company. It flew 65,000 accidentfree single-pilot hours using complex light
aircraft on short-haul routes in IMC. It accomplished this by insisting that the relatively
inexperienced pilots operate in accordance
with a standard operating procedure (SOP) using checklists, flows and memory items. Cape
Air pilots are trained one-on-one in the aircraft
by an experienced pilot mentor working from
standardized company procedure.
NBAA has similarly effected change in its
member base. One method was to establish an
SOP and make it available to members. I am
an NBAA member, and I use an SOP derived
from the NBAA pro forma. Other organizations such as Cirrus and the Bonanza Pilot
Proficiency Program have also successfully
established simple, effective and inexpensive
standardized programs without the complexity or cost of additional FAA regulation or
oversight.
Regarding takeoff procedure: Effective
single-pilot Safety Management Systems (SMS)
like the ones used by Cape Air and NBAA
require all takeoffs to be made with proper
call-outs. This time-honored method helps
manage the critical sequence of events by
confirming proper performance and allowing
for a safe abort at the last possible moment. I
used the Aeronautical Information Manual,
chapter 7, paragraph 5-7, as a starting point to
construct a practical procedure for the PA-46
SOP. Consistent application of this simple rule
can provide the confidence needed to safely
operate on short fields, grass or contaminated
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SPARK PLUGS

SPARK PLUG WARS
We’re seeing an epidemic of Champion spark-plug problems. Champion
insists its plugs are fine and the problems are self-inflicted. The truth may
be a bit more complicated. By Mike Busch, A&P/IA

Premature failures of Champion-brand aviation spark plugs first showed up on my radar screen several years ago.
My company manages the maintenance of close to 400 piston-powered airplanes, the lion’s share of them highperformance singles and twins powered by Continental 520- and 550-series engines. So there are roughly 5,000
spark plugs flying in our “fleet” at any given time. The overwhelming majority of those spark plugs were Champions.
I’d been using Champion spark plugs in my own airplane for decades without any prob-lems, but my personal experience had been exclusively with their conventional massive-electrode plugs (RHB32Es, to be exact). In contrast,
more than half the airplanes managed by my company were using Champion’s top-of-the-line fine-wire iridium
RHB32S plugs. These exotic, fine-wire plugs are very pricey, about $125 apiece (list price) compared with about $40
for the massives. However, the fine-wire plugs should last about 1,500 hours (compared to 400-500 hours for massives), so their life-cycle cost should theoretically be comparable.
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What we were seeing, however, was premature failures of these Champion RHB32S
fine-wire plugs after just a few hundred hours
in service and, occasionally, after as few as 50
hours. These failures sometimes showed up
when the aircraft owner complained about
a rough-running engine. When we had the
owner perform an ignition-system stress test
(i.e., an in-flight LOP mag check) and analyzed
their engine-monitor data, we could clearly see
marginal ignition performance. Other times,
the spark-plug failures turned up at annual
inspection when an IA removed and inspected
the plugs.

find was that these aircraft were all powered
by Continental 520- and 550-series engines
equipped with Champion RHB32S fine-wire
spark plugs.
Much later, I learned that the same problem
was rampant in the Piper PA-46-350P Mali-bu

Mirage fleet. These aircraft are powered by a Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A engine. So the problem
is not confined to Continentals.
So far, as I’m writing this, I’ve not seen this
cracked-insulator problem occur with any
Champion RHB32E massive-electrode spark

Cracked insulators
In every case, the failure mode was the same
— cracking of the plug’s ceramic core nose
insulator (see Figures 1 and 2). Typically, we
found the insulator cracked in two places approximately 180 degrees apart; occasionally, it
cracked in three places. Most of these cracks
were caught before the insulator came apart
completely and fell into the combus-tion chamber, but sometimes big chunks of the insulators
were completely missing. This really concerned
me because I knew this kind of failure had the
potential to initiate a de-structive pre-ignition
event that could destroy a piston and even trash
an entire engine.

Figure 1—Three Champion RHB32S fine-wire plugs,
all with cracked core nose insulators.

The initial insulator failures that came to my
attention occurred in Cirrus SR22 Turbo aircraft, not surprising since my company manages
more than 7 percent of the Cirrus fleet in the
U.S., and more than half of those are turbos. At
first, I assumed that the failures were confined
to these aircraft because of their unusual
power-plant configuration. They are powered
by a Continental IO-550-N high-compression
engine with an after-market turbo-normalizing
system provided by Tornado Alley Turbo. They
are often operated in cruise up to 85 percent
power.
But soon we started seeing Champion RHB32S plugs with cracked insulators in normally
aspirated Cirrus SR22s, in Cessna Corvalis and
T310 airplanes and in Bonanzas and Bar-ons,
both turbo and normally aspirated. It gradually
became clear to me that these prob-lems were
not limited to any particular aircraft make or
model, nor to turbo-charged/turbo-normalized
power plants. The only common thread I could
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Figure 2—Another
Champion RHB32S
fine-wire plug insulator
failure. We’ve seen
dozens of these
failures.

plug, nor with any Autolite/Tempest URHB32S
fine-wire or URHB32E massive-electrode spark
plug. The cracked insulators seem to be occurring exclusively on Champion fine-wire plugs.
I’m not a design engineer, but if you compare
the construction of Champion RHB32S and
Autolite/Tempest URHB32S fine-wire plugs
(see Figure 3), it seems pretty obvious that the
latter has a much more robust-looking core
nose insulator than the former.
I figured if we were seeing these cracked
insulators, others should be seeing them, too.
So I started checking around. I talked to Jeanne
Fenimore, proprietor of Aircraft Spark Plug
Service in Van Nuys, Calif., the premier sparkplug reconditioning company that I’d used for
years to clean, gap and test my spark plugs every
100 hours. Fenimore told me that she frequently
found cracked insulators in Champion fine-wire
spark plugs, and this was the leading cause of
rejection for these plugs. I spoke with George
Braly, chief engineer at Tornado Alley Turbo,
who confirmed that they were seeing these
same failures. I also contacted several large service centers, and they told me the same thing.
Who ya gonna call?
Braly and I agreed this was a potentially dangerous situation and something needed to be done.
Braly spoke with his contacts at Champion
Aerospace, but they seemed uninterest-ed and
unpersuaded, saying only that these plugs had
been in service for decades and nothing had
changed in their manufacture.
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Meantime, I spoke with someone at the FAA’s
Engine and Propeller Directorate at the New
England Region, who referred me to someone
else at the FAA’s Atlanta Aircraft Certification
Office. After some dialog, I wound up sending
a dozen RHB32S with cracked insulators to the
Atlanta ACO, all carefully tagged to indicate the
aircraft and engine make and model and the
spark plug time-in-service.
Six months passed. Nothing happened. It
became clear that Champion believed this was a
non-issue, and that the FAA wasn’t interested in
pressing the issue. Meantime, cracked RHB32S
plugs kept showing up.
The finger pointing begins
Braly finally ran out of patience. On Sept. 23,
Tornado Alley Turbo issued a pair of Mandatory
Service Bulletins, SB11-05, covering TAT-turbonormalized Cirrus SR22s and SB11-06 covering
TAT-turbo-normalized Bonanzas. Both MSBs
provided photos of failed Champion RHB32S
fine-wire spark plugs and details of a well-documented de-structive pre-ignition event that TAT
believed to be caused by a cracked RHB32S plug.
The MSBs called for removing all RHB32S spark
plugs within the next 50 hours time-in-service
and replacing them with massive-electrode plugs.
A week later, on Sept. 30, Champion Aerospace issued Service Letter SL74-10-001, with a
very unusual title: Official Champion Aerospace
Position on the Service Bulletin pub-lished by
Tornado Alley Turbo on 9/23/2011 – TAT SB1105. I found this to be an ex-traordinary document

because, in the decades that I’ve been paying
attention to such things, this is the first time I’ve
ever seen an aviation manufacturer issue a service
bulletin for the specific purpose of discrediting
another manufacturer’s service bulletin.
In SL74-10-001, Champion stated it had
examined a number of cracked core nose
insula-tors and determined that there were
no manufacturing defects. It said the plugs
had been manufactured on the same assembly
line in the same plant for more than 20 years
and there had been “no significant process
changes” during that time. Champion said it
had conducted performance testing of the plugs
and determined that their heat range was within
specifications. I have no reason to believe that
any of those statements are untrue.
Then SL74-10-001 went on to say this:
“Champion believes the most likely cause of these
fine-wire core nose cracks to be exces-sive lean-ofpeak operation in which precise control over the
engine’s performance cannot be maintained to
avoid detonation and/or pre-ignition. Champion
recognizes that some limited groups advocate
running engines aggressively lean of peak, outside
the engine OEM recommended procedures.
Champion’s belief is that running the engine outside the OEM operating guidelines can increase
the likelihood of detonation and/or pre-ignition
which will potentially cause significant engine
damage, including damage to spark plugs.
“Finally, Champion has consulted with the
engine manufacturers and other industry experts on the matter. These experts have reviewed
the evidence and concluded the only common
element is that the engine anomalies occurred
where aircraft operators were likely running their
engines outside the OEM recommended operating
parameters. Champion advises operators to consult and strictly follow these recommended OEM
en-gine operating parameters to avoid damage to
their engine and spark plugs.”
Whoa! Time out!
Looks to me like the author of Champion SL7410-001 might not be the sharpest knife in the
drawer when it comes to the physics of combustion. It is damn near impossible to achieve detonation during LOP operation in a piston-aircraft
engine (unless you’re run-ning it on Jet A or Jack
Daniels). Minimum detonation margin occurs
at approximately 50 degrees F ROP. The further
away from 50 degrees F ROP you go — either
rich or lean, but particularly lean — the more
difficult it is to achieve detonation.
As for pre-ignition, this can only take place
if some piece of foreign material in the combustion chamber started glowing red-hot and
acting like a glow-plug to initiate combustion
before the spark plug fires. Excessive combustion chamber deposits can do this, the kind one
often sees on engines that are run very rich, but
never on engines that are run LOP. (A cracked
or broken spark-plug core nose insulator can do
this, too.) Any way you look at it, an engine run-
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ning LOP is far less likely to suffer either detonation or pre-ignition than one running ROP.
Also, I don’t know exactly which “engine
manufacturers and other industry experts”
Champion was talking to before writing SL7410-001, but the notion that LOP operation is
somehow against manufacturer’s guidance is just
flat wrong. Continental has long ap-proved LOP
operation, and their Aerosance FADEC is programmed to operate engines LOP. The POH for
the Cirrus SR22 Turbo specifically REQUIRES
that the engine be operated LOP in cruise.
Lycoming traditionally disapproved LOP in
the past, but even they have finally entered the
21st Century. Lycoming’s chief engineer announced at EAA AirVenture 2011 (two months
before SL74-10-001 was issued) that Lycoming
now approves LOP operation.
My sense is that Champion was in such a
rush to rebut TAT’s service bulletins that it
didn’t take the time to do its homework.
Certainly, the engineers at Cirrus Aircraft
weren’t buying it. A couple of months after
Champion’s issued its SL74-10-001, Cirrus

published its own SB recommending against the
use of Champion fine-wire plugs in all Cirrus
aircraft (including normally aspirated ones not
covered by the TAT MSB), and recommending
the use of massive-electrode plugs.
The latest salvo in these finger-pointing
exercises is an April 16 report commissioned
by Champion and authored by Bill Brogdon,
former chief engineer for TCM and now an
in-dependent consultant. In his report, Brogdon
was smart and intellectually honest enough to
admit that LOP operation doesn’t cause detonation and that cracked spark-plug insula-tors can
indeed cause pre-ignition. He offers a couple
of interesting theories about what might be
damaging the RHB32S plugs, including:
• The 85 percent LOP cruise settings approved
by the Cirrus SR22 POH.
• The transition from ROP to LOP (“big mixture pull”) which briefly transitions through
the 50 degrees F ROP region of minimum
detonation margin.

• The fact that TAT’s turbo-normalized engines
have an 8.5-to-1 compression ratio and therefore presumably lower detonation margin
than Continental’s turbo-charged engines
with a 7.5-to-1 compression ratio.
Unlike Champion’s fundamentally flawed arguments in its SL74-10-001, Brogdon’s ar-guments
are somewhat plausible from an engineering
point of view. Problem is, they do not explain
why we’re seeing RHB32S spark plugs with
cracked core nose insulators in normally aspirated aircraft and in low-compression TIO- and
TSIO-series turbo-charged engines.
What we know for sure
Regardless of whom you believe, the following
points strike me as being incontrovertible:
• Champion RHB32S fine-wire spark plugs
are failing at an unacceptable rate in the
face of modern LOP engine-operating
procedures that are approved (and in some
cases required) by the engine and aircraft
manufacturers.
• These failures are not being seen in Champion
RHB32E massive-electrode plugs on engines
being operated in exactly the same fashion,
nor are they being seen in Autolite/Tempest
URHB32S fine-wires or URHB32E massives.
To my way of thinking, the debate about
whether these failures are the fault of the spark
plugs or the fault of the pilots is not particularly
helpful. The salient point is that Cham-pion
RHB32S fine-wire plugs are substantially less
robust and more failure-prone than the other
alternative spark plugs approved for use in
Continental 520- and 550-series and Lycoming
540-series engines. In my book, that’s a good
reason to avoid using them. That’s certainly
what we’re recommending to our managedmaintenance clients.
It strikes me as both ludicrous and arrogant
for Champion to suggest that we modify our
engine-operating procedures to protect their
temperamental fine-wire spark plugs when the
easier and more attractive course of action is
simply to switch to more robust plugs (meaning
pretty much any other spark plug on the market).
I only wish Champion would devote their
energies to improving their spark plugs rather
than working so hard to defend them. The
company is clearly capable of innovation. They
proved that several years ago when the totally
redesigned their oil filters. I think it’s high time
they did the same thing with their spark plugs
and introduced a truly competitive product
compatible with the way we operate our engines
in the 21st century.

Figure 3—Champion RHB32S (top) versus Tempest URHB32S (below). The Champion plug has a cracked
insulator. The Tempest insulator looks beefier and more robust.
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Mike Busch is arguably the best-known A&P/IA in General Aviation. He writes mainte-nance columns for numerous GA publications (including EAA Sport Aviation, Cessna Pilots Association
Magazine and Cirrus Pilot Magazine). Busch was honored by the
FAA in 2008 as National Aviation Maintenance Technician of
the Year. Contact him at mike.busch@savvyaviator.com.
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TAX TALK

SAME OLD TAX
QUESTIONS BUT
WITH DIFFERENT
ANSWERS
FOR 2012
Tax laws change. Here’s what you need
to know this year.

BY HARRY DANIELS, CPA, CFP, CFP, CVA
Good morning. It’s now January
1, 2012, and your business world,
as far as income tax is concerned,
has probably just changed – again.
The IRS has released a new set of
“repair” regulations that will affect
all taxpayers who maintain, acquire or improve tangible property.
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Even though the new regulations
of 1.263(a)-1T (not to be confused
with 1.263A) are temporary, they
are still law and must be followed
as if they were permanent regulations. Believe me, there are temporary regulations that have been on
the books for 25 years or more.
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We still have the same old recurring questions, especially pertaining to aircraft maintenance and
upgrades. However, we may have a
different set of answers. These new
regulations will produce some answers that will be joyously received
by the taxpayer. But there will be
non-favorable answers that will
leave you saying that you wished
you had known about them before
you acted because you could have
done things differently.
The IRS has designed the regulations around several tax court
rulings handed down over the last
10 years or so. These include tax
court cases such as Fed Ex and Ingram Industries, pertaining to aircraft engine maintenance. I expect
that these new regs will generate
a whole new round of court cases
because they contain numerous

allowances for judgment and also
for “facts and circumstances.”
So let me briefly introduce
you to the 160 pages of the new
“repair” regulations of 1.263(a)1T. We now have two different
sets of “de minimis” rules. There
is a de minimis rule for repairs
and another for capitalization.
“De minimis” means having
little to no impact on the overall
transaction, but yet they went to
the trouble to give us two rules.
It is imperative that you assign
the correct depreciation life to
an asset. And if you are grouping
depreciable assets, you must make
the proper asset groupings. For example, if you misclassify a five-year
asset as a seven-year asset, you are
likely to miss being able to deduct
the last two years of depreciation,
due to this mistake. Correcting

TAX TALK

The IRS has designed the
regulations around several
tax court rulings handed
down over the last 10 years
or so. These include tax
court cases such as Fed
Ex and Ingram Industries,
pertaining to aircraft
engine maintenance.
I expect that these new
regs will generate a whole
new round of court cases
because they contain
numerous allowances
for judgment and also for
“facts and circumstances.”
this kind of mistake may not be possible with
just an amended return or filing Form 3115 for
a change in method of accounting. You may
have to request a correction directly from the
IRS through a private letter ruling. If you have
a question on which class life should be used,
my advice is to err on the side of selecting the

shortest life possible. If you get audited, then the
finding of a longer life will not cause you to lose
any depreciation in the end. But if they reduce
your life classification, you could come up short.
The IRS will give you some leeway if you
have a written capitalization policy in place.
Otherwise, the IRS will let you use their policy,
which you probably won’t like, especially with
the cost of maintaining your aircraft. I have
been known to recommend capitalization policies tailored to explicit types of expenditures. A
capitalization limit for aircraft would very likely
be different from the limit used for manufacturing or for production equipment versus office
equipment.
The new 2012 regs will also change another
piece of aviation advice. When it was time
to bring the plane in for its annual or TBO, I
would recommend bringing the plane in early
in order to get ordinary maintenance, repairs
and upkeep taken care of. In that case, these
expenses would not be a part of the cost of an
anuual that got out of hand and would have
to be capitalized. The new regs gives us great
latitude in accounting for normal repairs and
maintenance. As long as the costs associated
with normal repairs and maintenance can be
identified and tracked by “some reasonable
means,” then the repairs will be deductible and
will not have to be capitalized.

Another possible change in my advice
pertains to the purchase and sale of used
aircraft. Often, the buyer would purchase a
used airplane and then would pay to have the
annual inspection or the TBO performed. The
buyer in this case, depending on the facts and
circumstances and the condition of the plane at
the time of sale, may be required to capitalize
the first annual or the first TBO done after the
purchase. The seller possibly could have been
able to expense the annual or TBO and then
have sold it to the buyer fresh. This could possibly have saved the seller some tax by adjusting
the sales price and avoiding the income tax on
the depreciation recapture.
And there is a ton of other information in the
2012 repair regs that pertains to maintaining,
improving and acquiring tangible property for
your business — and not just aircraft. Start to
study the new regs now. They are a nightmare
and complaints have already surfaced about
the new regulations being overly complex and
burdensome to the business owner.
O. H. “Harry” Daniels, Jr. is a CPA, a CFP licensee and a
certified valuation analyst. He is a partner with the firm
of Duggan, Joiner & Co., Certified Public Accountants,
and can be reached at 334 N.W. Third Ave., Ocala,
FL 34479; telephone 352-732-0171; fax 352-816-1370;
email OHD@DJCoCPA.COM. Daniels has held his
license as a private pilot since 1991. This article is available for reprint upon request.
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MiPAD
and quite a few others. Since then,
generations of pilots have learned
to use the Whizz Wheel in primary flight training. Today, most
of the time, the routine computations are done automatically
(unless there’s a GPS outage, you
don’t need to calculate ground
speed) but there are still occasions
when a quick calculation can be
awfully handy.
I faced this myself last summer
on a flying vacation at Jackson
Hole, Wyo., (KJAC), planning
a flight to West Yellowstone
(KWYS), both with field elevations above 6,000 feet. With
temperatures rising, what density
altitude could I expect? Most
flight planning apps calculate
density altitude for you, based
on field elevation and currently
reported weather at fields with
ATIS/ASOS, but that doesn’t help
if you’re starting out in the morning and trying to estimate what
conditions will be after lunch!
Here are three apps that offer a
full range of E6B functions (and a
few more Dalton never thought of!)

Sporty’s E6B app offers a simple, forms-based interface for aviation calculations and conversions.

THE BEST IPAD APPS:
SUMMER, 2012
E6B Apps

BY JOHN RULEY
It’s a 90-degree day at a highelevation airport, and the ATIS
says, “Check density altitude.”
How do you find it? You’re flying
into a significant crosswind and
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about to make a turn that will put
the wind on the nose. What will
that do to your time en-route?
You’re flying into an area with a
NOTAM for GPS outages on a
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day with continuous chop. You
know it’s possible to compute
ground speed from the time between two checkpoints, but with
all the bumps, it’s hard to work
out on paper.
Back in the 1930s, a U.S. Naval
aviator named Philip Dalton was
faced with these problems and
came up with the familiar E6B
flight computer, a mechanical
device (technically a circular slide
rule) with which a pilot could
easily work out these problems –

Sporty’s Pilot Shop has offered
electronic E6B calculators for
quite awhile, and their E-6B iPad
app includes almost two dozen
functions, all accessed through
a simple, menu-based interface.
Tap the menu button, pick the
function (pressure and density
altitude, for example), and you get
a display with the fields required
and a simple calculator keypad.
Punch in the required numbers
and the app presents the results.
By default, it expects altitude in
feet, temperature in °C, speed
in knots and fuel in gallons, but
these can all be changed in the
app settings. The app also offers
20 conversions between different
units. Sporty’s E-6B for iPad will
set you back $9.99. For details,
browse Sportys.com/pilotshop/
product/14849.
PFMA’s $5.99 E6B is an iPhone
app that also runs on the iPad
and presents a user interface that
looks much like a flight management system. The top level menu
lets you choose from a wide range
of functions, including not only
the usual E6B calculations but
also holding-pattern headings
and times, sunrise/sunset times,
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MiPAD

PFMA’s E6B iPhone/iPad app offers the look and feel of a flight management system.

rate of turn, mach number and
corrections for cold temperatures.
Once you select a calculation, enter
whatever figures are required, using
the calculator keypad, and press the
button associated with whichever
field you want those figures in.
Once you enter the necessary data,
the app automatically populates
the other fields. I personally found
the learning curve for this app a
bit steeper than the others. A big
plus for this app is an online Quick
Reference Handbook, which can
be downloaded from infonor.com/

pfma/downloads/pfma_e6b_handbook.pdf.
Modern Programming, Inc.
takes a slightly different approach
with MyE6B, which offers not
only a full range of E-6B functions
and conversions, but also weather
information including METAR/
TAF, AIRMETS/SIGMETS, Pilot
Reports and a plain language
decoder for European SNOWTAM runway condition reports.
All functions and conversions are
selected from a drop-down menu,

MyE6B offers traditional aviation calculations plus weather and some unusual features.

from which you’re presented with
a form and the usual calculator
buttons. Fill in the required fields,
and the value you’re looking for
will be calculated automatically.
MyE6B includes some unusual
functions – including hydroplaning speed and decimal matrix calculations – that may be of interest
to corporate pilots. MyE6B sells
for $8.99, and more information
is available at MyE6B.com/.
If you’ve read this far, you may
be wondering what I use for E6B
calculations. In the air, I usually use

the calculator functions of the Garmin GNS-530 in N4696K, but I also
keep an old fashioned metal Whizz
Wheel in my flight bag. It doesn’t
need batteries and won’t break if it’s
dropped on the ramp. I think of it
as cheap insurance!
John D. Ruley is an instrument-rated pilot, freelance writer, and recent graduate of the University of North Dakota
Space Studies graduate program. He is
also a volunteer pilot with LigaInternational.org, which operates medical
missions in northwest Mexico, and
Angel Flight West (AngelFlight.org).
You can reach him by email to jruley@
ainet.com.

Help your kids find sponsors for every mile they travel to AirVenture, Oshkosh, WI.
Win a free private pilot license from Redbird Flight Simulations plus lots of BIG prizes

To sign up for Kids Across America or to get more information, log onto BuildAPlane.org or call 804-843-3321
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14 Years Flying PA46 Corporately
14 Years CFII/MEI
22 Years GA Experience
ATP/CFII/A&P Mechanic
Flexibility in Scheduling
Your Location or Ours

Insurance Approved

423-647-4359

WWW.FlightTrainOnline.com

RJ Tutt
Aviation

Matrix-Malibu-Mirage-Meridian
Initial/Recurrent Flight Training
Stockton, CA (KSCK)
Serving the West Coast
for 10 Years
209.478.6075 209.482.7433
rjtuttaviation@comcast.net
www.rjtuttaviation.com
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THE BRIDGE SUITE
AT ATLANTIS
Can you get a good night’s sleep when you’re
paying $34,000 a night?

The Atlantis Resort, on Paradise Island in the Bahamas,
is nothing short of magnificent. You can swim with
dolphins, play golf, scuba dive or rock climb and still be
on time for a gourmet dinner at a sunken restaurant which
looks out on a giant aquarium filled with sharks. And if
you’re feeling like you deserve to be pampered, try staying in the Bridge
Suite, one of the most opulent (and expensive) residences in the world.
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from exquisite fresh seafood served elegantly
in the midst of the underwater ruins of Atlantis
to sophisticated northern Italian or Chinese
specialties, from casual poolside sandwiches to
sumptuous breakfast, lunch and dinner buffets.
The Marina Village adds 21 retail shops, five
distinct restaurants, a Starbucks, a Jamba Juice
and a Johnny Rockets, the venerable 1950sstyled diner. There’s also a casino, the largest in
the Bahamas, if you’re feeling lucky.

Awareness

If you’re wondering who
in the world steps up to pay
$34,000 a night for a hotel
room, the answer is “a lot of
people.” The Atlantis Bridge
Suite has a five-year waiting list. And did we mention
there’s a four-night minimum when you book it?

The 4,740-square-foot Atlantis Bridge Suite
gets its name from its location. The resort’s
two Royal Towers stretch 23 stories high. The
Bridge Suite connects the towers on the 16th
floor, offering uninterrupted views of the entire
600-acre, $450 million resort and the turquoise
ocean that surrounds it.
The 10-room suite is decorated in red,
black and gold (lots of gold) and comes with its
own butler, bar lounge and entertainment center
as well as 12-foot ceilings. The master bedroom
has a sitting area, his-and-hers closets and handpainted linens. The bathrooms feature chaise
lounges, marble baths and dolphin fixtures. For
those who are picky about their personal space,
there are two separate master bathrooms. The
kitchen also has its own entrance so the butler,
cook or any other of the suite’s seven dedicated
servants never need to bother you.
The Bridge Suite includes a 50-foot by 25foot living room, complete with a grand piano,
two entertainment centers and an 800-squarefoot balcony and a dining room with a 22-karat
gold chandelier and custom-designed 10-seater
table. There’s even a guest room with custommade draperies and carpets, designer furniture
and a set of wardrobes almost large enough to
live in. Guests who have stayed in the Bridge
Suite include Michael Jackson, Oprah Winfrey,
Bill Gates, Celine Dion and Michael Jordan.
You don’t have to leave your room at all, but
if you do, the resort has plenty to explore. More
than 35 restaurants, bars and lounges at Atlantis
offer guests a smorgasbord of choices ranging
from the largest pastry selection in the Bahamas
to an international marketplace of delicacies,

If you’re wondering who in the world steps up
to pay $34,000 a night for a hotel room, the answer is “a lot of people.” The Atlantis Bridge Suite
has a five-year waiting list. And did we mention
there’s a four-night minimum when you book it?
For more on the Atlantis property, go
to their website at Atlantis.com or call
888.877.7525
AIRPORT:
Paradise Island (PID).

Monitor your engine.
Now, more than ever, asset
management is critical.
Pilots and owners flying thousands
of hours throughout the world are
already using our service to avoid
spending money unnecessarily.
Our trend monitoring program
detects and diagnoses subtle
changes in engine performance,
often preventing secondary—
more costly—damage.
Let us show you the many benefits
of being vigilantly aware of your
engine’s performance.

Turbine Trend Analysis—
monitoring the most
expensive component
of your aircraft.

P.O. Box 642
Clovis, CA 93613
p 559.297.6490
800.297.6490
f 559.297.6499

Total Engine Awareness
thetrendgroup.com

11-TTG-014 MMOPA Fall.indd 1
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THE HOTEL DEL
SAN DIEGO, CA
The Hotel Del
Coronado is truly an
American masterpiece. Built in 1888,
this classic beachfront destination was
added to the registry
of National Historic
Landmarks in 1977,
and USA Today listed
it as one of the top
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world. With its iconic
red turrets piercing
the taut horizontal
lines of an azure
California skyline, the
Hotel del Coronado
radiates with a confidence of gracious
Victorian splendor
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that is without equal.
Today, The Del offers guests a unique
combination of modern
luxury touched with
the charm and grace
of this fairytale castle.
Include its stunning
beachfront locale and
it’s easy to see why The

Del has been called
“one of the top ten
resorts in the world”
by USA Today. Its
unique beauty and
exhaustive menu of
services also makes
it the number one
wedding destination
in America. Over the
years, the Hotel Del
has been the destination of choice for 11
U.S. Presidents and
a number of other
celebrities, including Thomas Edison,
Charles Lindbergh,
Babe Ruth, Charlie

Chaplin and Humphrey
Bogart.
The hotel’s concierge is eager to help
you maximize your
visit with a list of onsite
activities from spas to
gourmet dining opportunities. The Hotel Del
also features a number
of great packages which
feature many of points
of interest in San Diego
and its environs. Learn
more at HotelDel.
com or by calling
800.582.2595. Airport:
San Diego-Lindbergh
Field (SAN).

Entegra Release 9
for your Piper PA-46 aircraft
The Very Best Flight Deck in Aviation

Introducing the Entegra Release 9 retrofit for your PA-46 Aircraft.
Designed from the ground up for simplicity, redundancy, and serviceability,
Entegra Release 9 is ideally suited for the PA-46 aircraft and single-pilot IFR
operations.
With Entegra Release 9, you’ll have two or three identical high-res IFD5000 XGA
glass displays, dual ADAHRS sensors, dual WAAS/RNP-capable GPS sensors and
the easiest-to-use Flight Management Systems (FMS) in the industry.
Check out your options for an Entegra Release 9 retrofit, and increase the value,
safety and utility of your PA-46 aircraft.

®

For more information and to find out where you can
take a demo flight, Contact Reid Antonacchio at 239-249-0414.
www.avidyne.com/PA-46

Over 3,800 Meridian,Malibu,Mirage
and Matrix Pilots Trained
...and Counting

SimCom is the Factory Authorized Provider of
Simulator Training for All PA-46 Models
MERIDIAN G1000 PANEL NOW AVAILABLE

VA L U E • P E R S O N A L I Z E D • F R I E N D LY

Call 1.800.272.0211 for more information
or visit our website at www.simulator.com

